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January 26, 1988

Dr. R. Pichumani
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Pichumani

Supplementary comments from Professor A.S. Veletsos have recently been
received. For sake of completeness, I am resubmitting the entire set of
letter reports prepared by the individual independent soil structure
interaction (SSI) panel members. The current letter also contains some
revision with regards to my observations. It, thus, supercedes my previous
communication dated January 9, 1988.

Essentially, the letter reports from the independent SSI panel member
comments refer to the presentations made by the PG&E Diablo Canyon Long Term
Seismic Program (DCLTSP) Project Team on November 4-6, 1987 in San Francisco,
California. The presentations were concerned with the Task Summary Reports
sent to the panel members on October 27, 1987. These reports are: "Phase
III—SSI Responses to Median Site Specific Earthquake Spectra for Fragility
Analysis", Parts 1 and 3 respectively entitled — "Horizontal Responses of
Containment, Auxiliary Building, and Turbine Building to Coherent Ground
Motion Inputs", — "Nonliner Analysis for Containment Uplifting Responses". In
addition to the presentations associated with the above reports, the project
team members gave a short review of the activities associated with the Ground
Motion phase of the study, including both the empirical as well as the
numerical aspects of the problem.

As far as my observations are concerned, I wish to take this opportunity
to note that substantial progress has been achieved by the PG&E project team
during the last year. Moreover, it is gratifying to see that many of the
recommendations made by the SSI panel have been incorporated into the study
made by the project team. Specifically, impedance function calculations were
generated by the project team using the SASSI and CLASSI computer codes. At
the request of the SSI panel, a significant effort was made to evaluate the
limits of applicability of each code and to develop confidence in the
numerical results- Also, separate lift-offanalyses were performed to
evaluate its impact on the site structures.
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As you are aware the PGN pro)ect team employs complex, state-of-the-art
computer code simulations. These methods involve many parameters whose

impact'n

the results could be substantial. It is because of this, that SSI panel
members performed independent evaluation using simplified methods and models
to check some of the phenomena predicted by the PG&E prospect team. By
carrying out such simplified analysis the panel was able to obtain insight as
to the effects of specific parameters and their impact on the response of the
Diablo Canyon Plant. The results of this work were presented during this
meeting.

~ Specifically, some of the findings discussed at the meeting were:

0 The fixed-base dynamic properties of containment and internal structures
gotten frowthe simplified methods were found to be identical to those
computed by Bechtel

0 An excellent approximation to responses of these structures may be
obtained by considering only the fundamental mode of each systems

0 Under broad range of conditions, reasonable approximations to the
response may be obtained by neglecting coupling between component systems

0 SSI increases maximum responses of the containment structure and
decreases the maximum responses of the internal structure

Changes are mainly due to inertial interaction effects, whereas the
kinematic interaction effects are small, particularly for the
containment structure

0 Kinematic interaction has practically no effect on the floor response
spectra of the containment structure. It however reduces the
corresponding spectral ordinates of the internal structure. At high
frequencies inertial interaction may increase or decrease floor spectrum
ordinates depending on the natural frequency of the equipment involved.

Alp of the above served to clarify many of the questions brought up by
the panel members in previous reviews.

In summary, it is my opinion that the PG6Z Prospect Team has conducted a
reasonable study to evaluate SSI effects at the site, including wave passage
and incoherence effects. Often, the program extends current state-of-the-art
capability. However, issues still remain to be resolved. These are mentioned
by the panel members in their individual reports. Of particular importance to
me are the following:





(a) The SSI Panel should meet as soon as possible with the Ground
Motion Panel to resolve questions pertaining to the SSI input
motions.

(b) Similarly, but at a later date, I reccommend that a meeting with
the PRA panel be held to review items of mutual technical interest.

(c) Por future meetings, it is important to receive reports and other
information to be reviewed and discussed at the workshops at least
three weeks prior to the workshops in order to allow for detailed
evaluation of the data and discussions at the workshop.

Pinally, I would like to thank the PG&E Project Team for their courtesy
and cooperation in all aspects of this study. They have always made available
to us all information needed for the reviews.
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Very truly ours,

Morris'eich,
Divfs(on Head
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A. S. VELETSOS

December 16, 1987

BROWN 6. ROOT PROFESSOR ~ DEPARTMENT OF CIVILENGINEERING,
RICE UNIVERSITY ~ HOUSTON, TEXAS 77001 ~ (713) 527-8101, EXT. 2388

CONSULTANT ~ 5211 PAISLEY ~ HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096 ~ (713) 729.4348

Dr. Morris Reich, Division Head
Structural Analysis Division
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Department of Nuclear Energy
Building 129
Upton. Long Island, New York 11973

Dear Dr. Reich:

Re: Long Term Seismic Program for Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant

Following is my report on the NRC/PG&E Workshop on Soil-Structure Interaction
Studies for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant held in San Francisco
on November 4-6, 1987.

1. With the exceptions noted below, the progress made since the preceding
workshop was highly satisfactory. The work has been comprehensive,
well planned and executed; the methodology employed represents state
of the art knowledge; and the plans for the immediate future are quite
reasonable.

The exceptions refer to the following:

a. In my report to you dated March 2, 1987, I suggested that future
SSI studies emphasize "realistic ground motions that are appropriate
for the plant site", that "due attention be given to the design impli-
cations of the results (of such studies)", and that answers be provided
at an early date to the following questions, which were first posed
in my May 19, 1986 report to you:
" ~ What .response quantities are of interest in these studies?

' How will the results of this effort be used?
~ What is the relationship of the soil-structure interaction studies

to the fragility studies, and why are the ground motion requirements
in the two cases different? More specifically, will the results
of the soil-structure interaction analyses be used to formulate
design criteria for comparison with those used in the original
design of the project. or is it intended to evaluate the maximum
forces or motions at selected sections or elements of the various
structures and then compare them with the levels deemed to. be
permissible? If neither of these. then precisely how will the
results be employed?"

While some of these suggestions have been heeded, several of the
questions remain unanswered, and it is recommended that they be
addressed at an early date.
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b. In my report of May 19, 1986, I was critical of the intended use
of a single earthquake ground motion history in the final SSI studies.
By contrast, in my March 2, 1987 report, I expressed pleasure at .

the fact that the number of such records was to be increased "to
three or five", and urged that "several of these motions be used
in deterministic evaluations of the response". It was my understanding
that such evaluations would be made.

The analyses conducted so far by PG&E are for a pair of "twin" ground
motion records, which have been adjusted so as to yield smooth target
mean response spectra. As a result, these analyses provide no insight
into the spread of maximum responses that would result from the use
of the entire suite of ground motion records deemed to be appropriate
for the plant site. I recommend that 'several of these records be
used to determine the probable spread in the maximum values of critical
responses.

In the discussion of this matter at the meeting of November 6, 1987,
it was argued that no three or five of the 50 odd ground motion records
that are considered to be appropriate for the site are more likely
to occur than the others. If the spread in the peak responses obtained
with the small subset of records is indeed not representative of
that corresponding to the entire set, then the entire set, or a larger
subset, should be used. Alternatively, one may use ground motion
records that are compatible with a smooth design response spectrum
which is more severe than the mean spectrum employed in the studies
conducted so far.

2. The studies that have been carried out so far have been concerned pri-
marily with the computation of floor response spectra. It is recommended
that proper attention also be given in the months ahead to the evaluation
of the critical responses of the structures themselves.

3. The results of the PG&E studies on the effects of ground motion inco-
herence are in general agreement with those of the,. exploratory studies
on the same topic conducted by BNL. A crucial step in both sets of
studies is the. choice of the incoherence function. In the PG&E studies,
the effect on this function of the wave travel path characteristics
was determined from the results of the air gun tests. Considering that
the paths of travel for the ground waves induced in these tests are
different from those induced by earthquakes, the appropriateness of
the use of the air gun tests must be questioned. It appears that such
tests may suppress the contributions of the high-frequency components
of the ground motion and may thus lead to an underestimation of the
incoherence effects for high-frequency systems. In addition, it is
not clear if wtlat has been attributed. to incoherence may not also reflect
the effect of differences in topographic and local soil conditions between
the plant site and the recording sites. These issues seem to deserve
additional study for those cases for which consideration of the incoher-
ence effects may lead to substantial reductions in response.
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4. The results presented by PG8E reveal that ground motion incoherence
leads to a small but finite reduction in spectral values of response
even for extremely compliant. low-frequency systems. By contrast, for,.
the incoherence function used in the BNL studies, this reduction was
practically negligible. A physical argument presented at the meeting
suggests that the reduction should not occur for low-frequency systems.
The source and effect of this "apparent discrepancy" must be resolved,
particularly if it affects the response of high-frequency systems for
which the consequences of incoherence may be substantial.

5. The studies of base uplifting conducted so far are based on the assumption
that the lateral constraint provided by the rock surrounding the embedded
portion of the foundation is fully effective. The effect of partial
loss of this constraint should also be assessed. An approximate analysis
providing'n upper 'bound estimath"bf th'e"consequences'f such 1'oss would
suffice. Considering that the effects of uplifting generally increase
with increasing intensity of ground shaking, this study should be made
for the most intense ground motion that is likely to occur at the plant
site rather than for an input motion that is compatible with a mean
target response spectrum.

Yours sincerely,

A. S. Yeletsos

ASV:rm





A. S. VELETSOS
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BROWN 6. ROOT PROFESSOR ~ DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
RICE UNIVERSITY e HOUSTON, TEXAS 77001 ~ (713) 527 8101, EXT. 2388

CONSULTANT ~ 5211 PAISLEY ~ HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096 ~ (713) 729-4318

January 15, 1988

Dr. Morris Reich. Division Head
Structural Analysis Division
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Department of Nuclear Energy
Building 129
Upton, Long Island. New York 11973

Dear Morris:

Re: Long Term Seismic Program for Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant

As a supplement to my report to you of December 10, 1987, I wish to indicate
that I consider it important that there be closer interaction in the months
ahead between the Advisory Panels on Soil-Structure Interaction and those on
Ground Motion and Fragility. To this end, I suggest that as many of our
panel members as possible be encouraged to attend future workshops involving
the latter two groups.

Yours sincerely.

A. S. Veletsos
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CONNENTB ON MEETING BETWEEN NRC AND PGhE ON
SOlL- STRUCTURE INTERACTION
SAN FRANCISCO y NOV. 4-hq 1987

BY

GEORGE GAZETAB

DECEMBER |7,f987

I~

In this report I summarize my comments regarding the work
presented by the Diablo Canyon LTSP Project Team at the
sub ject meet ing and contained in the Phase II Ib PROGRESS REPORT
parts 1-3> submitted by PGhE.

4j
ff"4't appears that the BSI Team has responded to previous

suggestions by the NRC Panel for a more deterministic-type of
use of the results of SSI analyses. The currently pursued
methodology has two complementary paths: A Probabi 1 istfc Plant
Response Analysis which utilizes 38 "empirical" and "numerical"
time histories to generate median and 80-percentile floor
response spectra ,and a Deterministic Plant Response Analysis
which determines median floor response spectra for incoherent
motions.
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Regarding the Boil-Structure Interaction analyses it seems to
me that the Project Team has addressed most of our earlier"
concerns. There are now few unresolved issues, such as the .

consideration of possible separation at the vertical contact
surface between the containment and the surrounding ground
during uplifting„ such a possibility cannot, in principle, be
excluded near the ground surface, where the rocking
deformations are the largest and the confining pressure the
smallest. It may be of interest ,however, to note that in
recent (unpublished as yet ) work on rocking and swaying
impedances of embedded foundations I have found that a small
such separation may only have a rather marginal effect on the
overall dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients of thefoundation. Hence, I would not anticipate any dramatic
departures from the conclusions reached in the presented Part 5
of ,the Report <Nonlinear Analyses for Containment Base
Uplifting Responses). This, however, should not imply that the
1-ikelihood and consequences of separation must not. be studied.

I believe that the major issues in the SSI Study pertain to
methodology and ground motions. Speci fical 1yl

i ~ It was not made clear why is it only Floor Response Spectra-"~'

/





<FRB) that will be produced as output of the SSI studies
Nhy not shear forces and bending moments'P Don't they
affect the plant "fragility"7
I am somewhat puzzled at the way the time histories used
in the BBI-analyses were manipulated to match the 0.6 PGA
and the median site-specific earthquake spectrum (SSES)
Is solely "keeping the time history of Fourier spectral
phases unchanged", enough to make the resulting motions
equivalent to "empirical"records'P The whole process is
somewhat reminiscent of generating artificial accelerogra
ms that match a prescribed spectrum....

The scaling of recorded accel erograms for distance,
magnitude, and soil conditions seems, in general,. to be a
reasonable engineering procedure. However, some questions
may be raised as to the uncertainty introduced when, for
example, a frequency-indepentent distance correction is
applied. Also, both magnitude and distance have an effect
on significant duration, not reflected in the applied
corrections. Finally, a unique relationship is used
between the 8/A spectra in rock and deep-sof 1 sites,
regardless of the intensity of shaking and the stiffness
of the soil

4.The development of the spatial incoherence model combining
numerical modeling, Imperial Valley recordings, and DCPP
explosion experiments, seems undoubtedly very interesting.
Nithout pretending any expertise on this subject, I have
the feeling that there are several uncertainties in the
whole process, including those arising from the handling
of damping in deriving empirical source functions, the
assumed similarity between Imperial Valley and Diablo
Canyon, and the frequency characteristics of the motions
originating by the airgun shots. I hope the implications
'of "such uncertainties would be addressed and reduced in
the forthcoming PGhE work.

In conclusion, while the SSI analyses appear adequate,
there are several questions regarding the ground motions used
as excitation. I believe that the forthcoming NRC meeting with
the SSI and the Ground Motions Panels will help greatly in
clarifying some of the very important questions/ reservations
that are still remaining.
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Dr. Norris Reich
Head, Structural *nalgsis Division
Department of Nuclear Energg
Brookhaven National Laboratorg
Upton, Long Island, flew York 11973

20 December, 1987

Re: Comments on Meeting of 4-6 November, 1987 Y~ith
SSI Panel on the Long Term Seismic Program for the
Diablo Cangon Nuclear Power Plant

Dear Or. Reich:

This letter report presents a summary of mg comments on the
presentations made bg the DCLTSP Project Team at the subject meeting. The
Project Team presented information on the current status of both the ground
motion and SSI phases of the project. Prelirninarg information vras sent to the
panel members prior to the meeting dates, but unfortunately too close to the
meeting time to be of ang significant use in preparing for the meeting. Although
I realize that preparation of such documents is time-consuming, their
importance to the various panel members in performing their. revievr function
cannot be overemphasized.

Comments on Ground Notion Pro ram

A short summarg presentation vras made to the SSI Panel of the state of
the vrork associated vrith the ground motion studies. This ground motion
information is to be used as input to the SSI calculation as well as to the PRA
studies vrhich are to fpilovr, and as such is of specific interest to the SSI panel
since it plags a vital role in the overall evaluation of plant safetg. The
information presented was similar to that presented at the Ground Notion Panel
Neeting held on 15-16 Julg vrhich I attended, and I will merelg summarize mg
comments made for that presentation.





The empirical phase of the ground motion program is mell-conceived and
reasonably executed for such a complex problem. Currently, 157 sui',es of
three component sets of records have been obtained and have been used as a

basis for the development of site specific input data for DC. These data are
being suitably scaled to attempt to account for magnitude, distance, fault
character and site effects. Several question still remain on the application
of this data to the DC site specific study, the most important of which is
the arnplification range to which all the data is being scaled. In previous
discussions, it was noted that t4e data was being modified to achieve a

specified spectral amplification in the frequency range of ~ to 8.5 hz. That
range has now been changed to 4.5 to 14 hz, based apparently on the
requirements determined from the PRA phase of the program. However, it is
not clear how these decisions were arrived at, and what impact they will
have on the calculations, particularly since these amplification factors are
not site dependent but rather more subjective in nature.

The applicability of the numerical ground motion phase of the calculations
are to mg mind questionable for the frequency range of interest to this
study. The details of mg reasons for arriving at this conclusion can be found
in mg letter associated with the previous ground motion panel meeting of
July. No new information was presented at this meeting to modify mg
concerns.

From these record sets, a suite of 14 empirical and 12 numerical sets will
be chosen for input to the PRA phase of the study, with the empirical
records double-weighted in the statistical calculations. The purpose of
double-weighting is to increase the importance of the empirical ground
motion study, presumably due to the questions generated from the numerical
program. It is still not clear how sensitive the output of the PRA study will
be to the numerical ground motion input.

Up to three of the empirical sets of records will be used as input to the
deterministic SSI calculation. Prior to this meeting, the Project Team had
considered one of the numerical records as input. The criteria used to
choose the records currently being considered and the details of the
deterministic calculation themselves are not as get clear.

In addition, it is not clear if actual records will be used for these
calculations, or records suitably smoothed to match 84th percentile target
spectra.! t is mg opinion that actual records, scaled to rnatch site, fault and
magnitude characteristics, but not smoothed to match target spectra, be
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used for the deterministic calculations. Variability in primary frequency
content of these records should be a major parameter of interest v hen

choosing the empirical record sets to be used for input to the deterministic
calculations.

Comments on The SSI Pro ram

The calculations being performed for the SSI phase of the study are, with
a few exceptions, proceeding in an orderly fashion. At prior reviews, we noted
that the Project Team performed an admirable job of suitably quantifying the
parameters that are required to generate reliable computer results from their
SSI response calculations using either the CLASSI or SASSI computer codes, as
well as justifging the applicability of the sticl: models being used to represent
the various structures. The major concerns remaining in this phase of the study
are the following.

y. As mentioned above, the seismic inputs to be used for the deterministic SSI

calculations have not as get been specificallg chosen. In addition, it is not
clear if actual scaled records will be used, or those suitably smoothed to
some average target spectra.

y The specific outputs to be generated from these calculations are as get
unspecified, as well as whether they are to be compared with specific
design values of these parameters so as to be able to judge adequacy of the
design.

y, Although the calculations performed bg the Project Team show that uplift
effects for the Containment Building are small, theg are to mg mind
incomplete. They did not include the effects of change in frequency tgpicallg
associbted with uplift (and shown bg their own test calculations) nor did
they include the modifications in effective damping caused bg slap-down

typically used in uplift studies.

Respectfully submitted,

Carl J. Costantino
Professor of Civil Engineering
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